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Abstract
Cloud computing is becoming an increasingly
popular enterprise model because of its potential
advantages where application services are
provided through internet. It reduces the cost
ownership, subscription based and pay-per-use
services etc. computing offers Software as a
service (SAAS, Platform as a service (PAAS),
Infrastructure as a service (IAAS).This paper
gives an overall survey on cloud computing,
applications , security, computing resources over
a network.

services) that can be rapidly provisioned and
released with minimal management effort or
service provider interaction1 .

B. Types of clouds
1. Private cloud
A private cloud provides limited
access to the single organization comprising
multiple consumers or group. It is also called as
Internal or corporate cloud.
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1. Introduction

2. Public cloud
A public cloud can access to the cloud
space with an internet connection and is open use
by general public. It may be combination of
owned, managed, business or government
organization. It manages the resources like
applications, storage available to the public in
internet.

The main intension of cloud
computing is to provide services to the end users
by storing, accessing of applications as well as
data through a web rather than installing software
in a computer in the office server. At the time of
storing or accessing data we need high level
security for the data. In this paper we have
discussed
some
cloud
attacks,
cloud
characteristics, cloud security, IT infrastructure
as service and cloud applications. By providing
applications programming interface (API)
platforms hide the complexity and details of the
infrastructure from users.

3. Community cloud
A community cloud is shared among
two or more organizations, a third party, or some
combination of them that have similar cloud
requirements.
4. Hybrid cloud
A hybrid cloud is a combination of
two or more cloud(public, private, community)
and enables application portability which offers to
move data and programs from one system to
another.

A. What is a cloud computing?
Basic definition of Cloud
computing is a model for enabling convenient,
on-demand network access to a shared pool of
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develop and operate applications over the
internet.

Fig2. Examples of PaaS providers
3. Infrastructute as a Service(IaaS)
The capability to provide
storage, servers, networking etc(physical data
center equipment)
Private, public, hybrid cloud with characteristics

Fig3. Examples of IaaS providers

C.Cloud Favours or Service Models:
Space and resources will vary
based on cloud provider and if we want to use
the cloud for home and for business cloud type
may vary. For business cloud provider will be
charged pay as you used and also you can
purchase more space in the cloud for business
purpose. Mainly there are 3 types of services

D.Security Issues:
Suppose if we consider an
organization they will use various models like
public, private and hybrid clouds and services like
infrastructure, platform and software as services.
These models cause lot of security issues.

1.Software as a Service(SaaS)
The capability provided to the
consumer is to use the provider’s applications
running on a cloud infrastructure2 .various client
devices can access applications through program
interface and it is unnecessary to install software
on devices.

1.Multi-tenancy
Multi-tenancy provides sharing of resources,
storage, memory etc for efficient utilization of
resources with less cost. Sharing resources and
applications with others either in physical or
logical platform at cloud provider’s space. It may
be chance to loss the confidentiality and have a
chance for possibility of attacks.
2.Elasticity

Fig1. Examples of SaaS providers

It enables users to use resources that are assigned
previously to other tenant .It leads to
confidentiality.

2. Platform as a Service(PaaS)
The service provider gives
access to the components that they require to
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3 information integrity and privacy
4. Secure information management
5. Flooding attack solution

3.Loss of control
Location transparency enables
organizations to unaware about the location of
data and services from anywhere in the cloud.
Organization have a chance to loss their data and
not aware of security mechanism of provider.

4. Conclusion
Cloud
computing
is
the
development trend of IT industry significantly by
reducing the cost of present technologies. Both
positive and negative are there in cloud
computing .The cloud become a cost savings,
productivity efficiency etc, but security is the
major concern in the cloud .In this paper we have
discussed lot of issues with cloud and specified
some techniques to secure the data in the cloud.
Some of the security issues will be solved by
using these techniques.

4.Data loss
Multiple tenants uses the cloud,
cloud does not provide data integrity and safety it
results loss of data when updating and deletion of
data without having backup.
E. Network security attacks
1. Man in middle attack
It is an attack where the
attacker secretly relays and possibly alters
the communication between two parties
who
believe
they
are
directly
communicating with each other.
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2. Distributed denial of service attacks
It is an attempt to make a
machine or network resource unavailable
to its intended users. A DoS attack
generally consists of efforts to
temporarily or indefinitely interrupt or
suspend services of a host connected to
the Internet.
3. Flooding attack problem
In cloud number of servers
communicate with one another and
transfers data , the requested job is
authenticated and it requires lot of cpu
utilization and is overloaded and it passed
to another server, the usual process of
system gets interrupted and system is
flooded.
3. Techniques to secure data in cloud
1. Authentication and Identity
2. Data encryption
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